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M
anagement and Business Review (MBR) is not just a new jour-
nal, it is a new kind of journal, one that empowers business to 
change the world for the better by facilitating more and deep-
er communication between management professionals, schol-

ars, and students. This bold aspiration raises many questions for 
discussion, which we will explore in future editorials. But there are 
three which we feel it important to address in this inaugural issue.

1. Why do we need a new journal? There are over 30,000 academic 
journals publishing research on a vast array of topics, many of 
which may be of use to the millions of businesses around the 
world. At the same time, while there are hundreds of business 
magazines that are written and edited by journalists, few of these 
include articles by leading-edge management scholars. The 
handful of publications that do address the interplay between 
management research and practice cannot possibly disseminate 
the research insights of over 200,000 business professors, let 
alone those of professors from other disciplines and of leading 
management thinkers outside of academia. The situation clear-
ly calls for a new journal which will bring management scholars 
and practitioners closer together worldwide. 

2. Why do we need a new kind of journal? The existing business 
publications are each sponsored by a single university or firm, 
or have an editorial board dominated by journalists, or both. 
These characteristics limit their ability to identify and address 
critical issues in the immense domain of management research 
and practice. 

To explore this domain more thoroughly, MBR is structured 
like a platform rather than a centralized business. It is co-spon-
sored by twelve leading business schools, four of which are 
located outside the United States. It has a large and expanding 
editorial board that currently includes about 250 members, with 
leading scholars from dozens of universities, as well as managers 
and consultants from a plethora of firms. This board is design-
edly decentralized, with more than thirty department editors 
currently authorized to accept papers. 

We expect this diverse and decentralized structure to gener-
ate uniquely varied and interesting content for readers and also 
to facilitate a review process, run by experts from a range of 
domains, which supports authors. 

3. How can MBR change the world? Well managed organizations can 
serve a range of stakeholders, including customers, employees, 
shareholders, communities, and the planet itself, in countless ways. 
To help organizations to better serve their constituents, MBR is de-
signed to: (a) publish articles that translate leading edge research 
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into useful insights and thereby help managers to elevate their prac-
tices, (b) publish overviews and discussions of pressing manage-
ment concerns to help scholars select impactful foci for their re-
search, and (c) bring the ideas of leading thinkers from academia 
and industry directly to students to enhance their education and 
help them to become better managers. 

However, because of its platform character, MBR will depend 
upon the entire business and management community to achieve 
its goals. We need academic authors to express their vital research 
findings in clear, concise, non-technical language. We need busi-
ness authors to describe challenges, experiences, and discoveries 
from the leading edge of management practice. We need editors to 
make sound decisions in recruiting and accepting papers. We need 
advisors to keep us all abreast of important topics. And we need 
readers, from students to professors to CEOs, to send us feedback 
on what they have read and what they would like to read. If we all 
work together MBR will be ever increasingly valuable to readers and 
authors alike. It will encourage scholars to work on the essential 
problems of managers and allow managers to transform research 
insights into practice. Together we will unleash the power of busi-
ness and management to make ours a better world. 

We hope you will join us on this exciting journey. MBR and the  
world need you.


